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Intro: 

Welcome to the April edition of Viewfinder, and thank you to all those members who contributed to or
commented on the March edition.  As the Chairman has suggested, it is well worth perusing not only to
see more great images from our members, but also for the photographic detail provided which might be
helpful in your own photography.  In addition to all the usual sorts of content, this month we are once
again grateful to James McCracken for supplying a second illustrated article about natural light portrait
photography.

Philip

News & Info:

Monday Meetings:

The 2nd of April was the Easter Bank Holiday so we reconvened for our first April meeting on the 9th , when
we held the annual  Triple  Format Competition in which each entry  consists  of  a  colour  print  (C),  a
monochrome print (M), and a projected image (P), each of the three being from a different genre of
photography.  Our  thanks go to Cathy Stamp for  organising the competition,  to Richard Anthony for
preparing the projected images, and to Roy Harris for standing in as Projectionist.  We also thank the
judge, Amanda Wright, who had the difficult job of assessing the 60 images, and then also considering
them as groups of three, to arrive at the following results:

Commended:
'Just an Old Wreck' (C), 'Looking For Gossip' (M), and 'Swooping' (P) 
   by Linda van Geene.
'Don't Exceed the Use-by Date' (C), 'The Balustrade' (M), and 'Sunny Sidmouth Seaside Shelter' (P)
   by Philip Byford.

Highly Commended:
'Dahlia (C), 'Ancient Tow Truck' (M), and 'Flour Shaker' (P)
   by Richard Anthony.

Third Place:
'Autumn Reflections' (C), 'A Moment for Silent Prayer' (M), and 'Just Past Its Best' (P)

    by Philip Byford.
Second Place:

'Bird on a Feeder' (C), 'Pulling Out' (M), and 'Dahlia Petals' (P) 
   by Brian Howard.

The Winner:
'Anita in Fur' (C), 'A Different Viewpoint at Wimbledon' (M), and 'A Moment Alone Together' (P)
   by Rob Harley.

At our second Monday meeting we thanked Steve Galvin for coming along to critique and assess the
images in the fifth and final Monochrome Print League Competition of the 17-18 season.  After carefully
scrutinising and commenting on the 30 images entered, the judge remarked on the high standard of work
produced and displayed by HHPS members.  We are also again grateful to John Marshall and Richard
Anthony for organising the evening in the absence of a regular Mono Print Secretary.  The results are
presented here on pages 10 and 11.
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For the third meeting, we welcomed Dave Mason for an evening about Street Photography.  He has written
on his web site, “I am a British born photographer. I take great pleasure in finding the extraordinary in
the ordinary, often documenting the surreal happenings on the city streets.  My preference, regarding the
type of images I produce, is that they have an honesty about them, captured in camera with little, if any,
post-processing.”   He  gave  us  a  most  interesting  and  entertaining  talk,  illustrated  with  lots  of  his
fascinating images which indeed showed the extraordinary and surreal features that he seeks and finds,
mainly around the UK.  Many of them, together with his commentary, also gave us all a good laugh!  

They can also be enjoyed at:
www.davemasonimages.com  and...  
www.flickr.com/photos/81232047@N00/with/26772400907/ 

Reminders:

Two for the 30th of April: 

The  prints  that you have  registered  for  the Annual  Exhibition  Awards  Commentary  must  be  
submitted (to give the judge adequate time to prepare his commentary on all the images, which 
will take place at our meeting on the 4th of June).

Projected images you wish to enter into the Landscape Competition must be registered (for the 
competition which is on the 14th of May).

Philip
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Images: 

[ Please note:  For a better view of the images in Viewfinder, your PDF Reader software should allow you
to zoom in.  Depending on the size and quality of your screen, the resolution of the images here should
enable you to have a good view when the pages are magnified by at least 3x or 300%. ]

This month, here are several of the top scoring images from the 4th Monochrome and 5th Colour Print
League Competitions, along with some information about them provided by the photographers:

‘Dandelion’ by John Humphrey:

The dandelion was photographed indoors with diffuse window
lighting.  The pure white background was achieved using a
large lightbox.

The photograph was taken with my Canon EOS 5D MkIII full-
frame camera, mounted on a tripod and fitted with a 100mm
macro lens. The settings used were ISO 200, aperture f/29,
and shutter speed 1.3 seconds.  Auto exposure is of limited
use for a set up like this because the very bright background
would result in underexposure of the main subject, so the
exposure was set at 3 stops greater than the auto setting.

The  image  was  sharpened  in  Photoshop  and  converted  to
black and white. I  then faded out the end of the stem by
painting with a soft white brush at low opacity.

‘Job Done’ by John Marshall:

This  is  a  picture  of  a  dying  tulip.  The  bloom  had
completed its work by attracting insects to pollinate
it!   

The  picture  was  taken  using  a  Hasselblad  501CM
medium  format  camera  fitted  with  a  Zeiss  120mm
Macro  Planar  lens.    The  film  used  was  Kodak Tri-X
developed in X-tol developer.   

The flower was placed on my dining room table with a
sheet  of  white  paper  behind  it.    Lighting  was  the
natural daylight coming through a patio  door  with a
reflector on the opposite side of the flower.

The exposure was 1 second at f/32 to give maximum
depth of field.  
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‘Ancient Tow Truck’ by Richard Anthony:

The image was taken at the Dacorum Steam and
Country  Fayre  in  2016  using  my  Sony  Alpha  SLT-
A65V APS-C camera fitted with a Tamron 18-270mm
lens set at 210mm focal length (35mm equivalent).
Spot  metering  and  manual  exposure  were  used,
aperture set to f/8, shutter speed 1/640th sec and
ISO 400.   

In Photoshop Elements 13 the image was cropped a
little  to  remove  background clutter,  an  adjacent
exhibit, and a small lad.  Some background clutter
was cloned out, along with the exhibit details from
the  truck’s  windscreen.   The  saturation  and
contrast  were  slightly  adjusted.   A different  sky
was added as the captured one was rather bland.  

The image was converted to monochrome in Lightroom and various adjustments were made to give the
image an olden day look.  

‘Nearly in Full Bloom’ by Brian Howard:

It  is  obviously  a  white  poppy,  the  name of  which  is
Royal Wedding, and I grow it in a large pot in my back
garden.  It is a perennial which flowers each year - this
photo was taken in 2016. 

I used a hand-held DSLR: a Sony A77 Mark 2 with a 105
macro  prime  lens  attached.   I  used  the  macro
programme on the camera as I wanted to try it out.  

The photo is as taken - I didn't think it needed anything
doing to it apart from resizing. I am sorry there is no
fancy work done in Photoshop or Lightroom but I try not
to use these if  I  do not have to!  That is  why I  get
annoyed  when  judges  tell  me  that  my  work  is  over
sharpened - if and when I do sharpen my work, I only
sharpen to a maximum of 75%.

‘I'm the King of the Castle’ by Graham Ford:

This was taken at Millers Wood, a bird photography
location near Crawley in West Sussex.  

The image was captured hand-held using my Nikon
D500 DSLR camera, which has an APS-C sensor, and
with a Sigma 150 - 600mm zoom lens.  The exposure
was 1/1250 sec at f/7.1, with the ISO set at 800.

The processing was done using  Photoshop in which
the  image  was  simply  cropped  slightly  and
sharpened.
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‘The Weakened Links’ by Richard Anthony:

Whilst  holidaying  at  St  Lawence  on  the  Isle  of
Wight one day, my wife and I  walked along the
coastal path to Ventnor with frequent stops when I
perceived there to be a photo opportunity.  After
a while in Ventnor we decided we could not face
the walk back so phoned for a taxi.  During the
quarter hour wait for the taxi I looked round for
more  photo  opportunities  and  saw  some  street
sculpture in the form of an anchor and chain, so I
took a few overall and close-up shots.  Later when
looking at the images on the computer the only
shot  worth  considering  for  a  competition  entry
was one of the close-ups of the anchor and chain.

The camera used was a Sony Alpha SLT-A65V and the lens a Tamron 18-270mm, set at 120mm focal length
(180mm full-frame equivalent).  Spot metering and manual exposure were used, the aperture set to f7.1,
shutter speed to 1/1250s, and ISO 400.  In Photoshop Elements 13 the image was cropped a little to
remove background clutter and the saturation and contrast were slightly adjusted.  

‘Steel and Glass’ by Jim Turner:

The original of this image of the Lloyds Building with The Gherkin
in the background was a vertical format but I decided it worked
better if the buildings were tilted. I also felt it worked better in
black  and  white,  which  gave  greater  emphasis  to  the  graphic
nature of the buildings.

Although the competition judge thought it was taken with a long
lens  because  of  the  perspective  compression,  the  image  was
actually  taken with a Canon G12 compact  camera extended to
21mm,  which  is  at  the  furthest  reach  of  the  telescopic  lens.
Exposure was 1/20 second at f/8 and ISO 100.

I converted the image to black and white and created the tilt in
Lightroom, which emphasised the lines of the buildings - I felt the
colour was a distraction and didn't really do much to enhance the
image. I then transferred to Photoshop and used luminosity masks
to create more contrast between the different tonal areas, and
added  some dynamic  contrast  to  give  the  image  a  little  more
clarity.

What I personally like about this image are the tonal contrasts and the velvety texture of the pipes of the
Lloyds Building.
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‘Adieu Harwich’ by Jim Turner:

This  was  one  of  a  number  of  boats  moored  at  St
Katherine Docks near Tower Bridge.  It can be difficult
separating  the  boats,  but  I  liked  the  simplicity  and
slightly abstract quality of this shot, which is as much
about colour and shape as about the boat itself.

This  was taken on a  Canon 7D and a 17-85mm lens.
Exposure was 1/80 sec at f/8 with a focal length of
75mm,  hand-held  at  an  ISO  of  400.   Processing  was
mostly  with  Lightroom  -  tweaking  the  contrast  and
saturation, although when it came to printing it out I
realized that the dark area on the left made the image
look  imbalanced  (although  it  looked  OK  on  my
computer screen!). I transferred to Photoshop to clone
out a rope which ran across the back of the boat and
distracted from the more abstract feel I was looking for.

‘In Good Shape’ by Rob Harley:

This image of Artemis Fauna was taken in Big Shot
Studio in Leighton Buzzard.  Artemis not only has
the figure, but also she is comfortable in her own
skin,  knows  how  to  pose  and  also  understands
lighting well.  I chose this pose because I like poses
with a triangle of legs (with one foot by the other
knee),  plus  the  pose  allows  the  hair  to  dangle
nicely.  The ribs also added interest.  

The image was shot at the standard f/8 but with
ISO  200.   The  ISO  used  was  not  100  since  the
lighting was set quickly rather than accurately.  The
shutter speed of 1/125s was of course unimportant
as I was using flash.  The focal length was 58mm on
a full-frame Canon DSLR.

The adjustments in Photoshop were minor but still useful.  I followed my normal approach to make edits
which the viewer is not meant to notice.  I removed spots including a birthmark and a small tattoo.  I also
removed a large earring as jewelry does not help art nude shots.  The hair was under-lit so I brightened it
up.  I then reduced the brightness a little of the top of the near breast and shoulder.  The edit was
completed by a conversion to mono and the addition of a vignette.
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Natural Light Portraits by Jimmy McCracken

Hello again everyone.  Here is a second and final article about working with a model in natural light.

In the article there are 7 images, 4  using amateur models and 3 with professional models.  I  would
imagine spotting which is which would be easy but to remind myself I will indicate the amateur models.
All the images were hand held and taken with a Canon 5D Mk 2 full-frame DSLR.

(1)   ‘Bea’ (Beatrice) – Amateur:  

Aperture  Priority;   evaluative  metering;   70-200mm lens  at
75mm;  shutter speed 1/40 sec; aperture F/4;  ISO 500
ISO 500.  

Bea is the eldest daughter of Italian family friends and is in her
4th year studying medicine at Siena.  The photo was taken in
fading light in a forest near our home, hence the high ISO.  At
1/40 SS I was lucky to have it sharp but she has modelled for
me before and knows to keep relatively still for the shot and
wait for the click.

(2) ‘Gypsy Girl at the Farm’:  

Aperture priority;  spot metering;  85mm prime lens;
shutter speed 1/320s;  f/1.4;  ISO 500.

Olivia  is  an  English  professional  model  who loves  to
tour the world;  we met up again when she was touring
Italy in a 60s  hippy  camper van with a friend and a
large  Alsatian  dog.   We  shot  the  image  in  a  ruined
farmhouse near Pienza which has beautiful light coming
through a narrow window (camera right) and she was
sitting  on  some  bales  of  hay.   The  metering  was
difficult hence the spot metering to ensure the model
was properly exposed.  There was too much light on
her  legs  which  in  my  opinion  detracted  from  the
portrait, so I added a dark gradient to the lower part of
the image.

(3)  ‘Craftsman in Leather’ – Amateur:       

Aperture Priority;  evaluative metering;  24-70mm lens
at 28mm;  shutter speed 1/125;  f/4;  ISO 800.

There  are  potential  models  everywhere!!!   This
character has his workshop and shop in Pienza, and is
notoriously  difficult  to  photograph.   He  guards  his
privacy carefully, but 3 or 4 visits and 2 beautiful belts
later  he  felt  comfortable  enough  to  allow  me  to
photograph him.  And this time he asked me "how shall I
pose for you?" to which I replied, "Pretend I'm not here."
The image shows a wonderful artisan craftsman at his
work,  surrounded  by  the  tools  of  his  trade and  some
products for sale.  It was quite dark in the shop hence
the ISO at 800, and 28 mm setting to try to include his
tools yet retain the unique atmosphere of the workshop.
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(4)  ‘A Backward Glance’:

Aperture Priority;  spot metering;  85mm prime lens;  shutter
speed 1/125;  aperture  f/2.8;  ISO 200.

The only studio shot in the 7 images.  Good light for this high
key image but danger of blowing some highlights, hence spot
metering to minimise this.  The model is professional with wild
long  hair  and  a  very  slim  figure,  ideal  for  an  artistic  nude.
Despite my efforts there is a loss of definition on the front of
the material,  so ideal detail  for the dreaded HHPS judges to
concentrate on, but I like the overall feel and elegance of the
image  which  to  me  is  more  important  than  the  minor  flaw
towards the front of the model. (However, it will not appear in
competition!!!)

(5)  ‘Ready for the Parade’ - Amateur: 

Aperture Priority;  evaluative metering;  24-70mm lens at 70mm;
shutter speed 1/2000s;  f/2.8;  
ISO 400.

Image  taken  at  the  Village  Fete  just  before  the  parade  in
traditional  costume.   I  was  attracted  to  his  outfit  with  the
basket  of  home  grown  goodies  and  particularly  his  whole
attitude, topped off with that very mischievous look on his face.
The  photo  itself  was  simple,  taken  in  open  shade  against  a
clutter  free  background  and  just  waiting  for  the  decisive
moment to capture his cheeky smile.

(6)  ‘Dancer by the Window’:      

Aperture Priority;  spot metering;  85 mm prime lens;  shutter
speed 1/500s;  f/1.4;  ISO 400.
     
The model was a young Italian dancer and shot in an apartment
in Venice.  There was not much light so the darkish atmospheric
image came about naturally, lighting up her left side but leaving
the  right  side  in  some  shadow  but  outlining  her  slim  form.
Personally I would not change the image and leave the dark side
to Darth Vader and our Judges!!!
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(7)  ‘Ilaria’ - Amateur (and sister of Bea):

Aperture Priority;  evaluative metering;  85 mm prime lens;
shutter speed 1/85s;  f/1.8;  ISO 200.

Ilaria  is  the  middle  sister  in  her  family  and  is  studying
economics at  Siena – yes, a bright family.  The image was
taken  in  our  sitting  room,  with a  window behind  her  and
another at right angles to her and left of camera.  The light
was lovely and soft and it was only a matter of turning her
head  until  a  pleasant  light  fell  on  her  face  almost  in
Rembrandt style.  She has modelled for me for around 4 years
now and is a lovely calm personality, and as with her sister a
pleasure to photograph.  The youngest sister is around 13 now
and is coming along soon for some photos to keep up with her
big sisters.

So there we have it: all types of models around, just a matter of having the confidence to approach them
- they can only  say no, with hopefully  a  “thank you” attached, but many are flattered and will  be
interested if the approach has been gentle and with a smile.

The technical aspects of modern cameras are repetitive and fortunately forgiving.  My biggest failing over
the years has been concentrating so much on the artistic aspects of the shoot that I can forget the basics,
particularly the shutter speed as the light drops towards dusk.  Better to have a higher ISO and a slightly
noisy image than a nice clear blurred one that you can only throw away!!!

Summer is coming so I can only encourage everyone to get out there when you can and remember Gary
Player's comment:  “The more I practise the luckier I seem to get.”

Best wishes and all the luck in the world,

Jimmy
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League Results: 5th Mono Print Competition, 16/04/18: 
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Mono Print

Group C

Name Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 5 Total

BARLOW Dennis 20 17 17 20 18 15 17 16 17 16 173

GUEST David 12 17 18 20 14 13 94

HOWARD Brian 17 15 18 20 15 17 17 15 15 16 165

HUTCHINSON Graham 15 18 18 19 15 19 18 17 16 19 174

SINCLAIR Vicky 16 13 16 17 16 17 18 17 18 19 167

TURNER Jim 15 15 18 19 20 20 20 18 19 16 180

Group B

Name Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 5 Total

ANTHONY Richard 17 16 17 17 15 19 18 20 18 17 174

BYFORD Philip 17 18 18 18 17 16 17 17 17 18 173

COTTON Peter 13 16 15 18 15 17 16 19 129

MITCHELL Mike 15 16 15 15 17 15 93

STONE Vince 16 16 20 16 20 18 17 18 18 18 177

Van GEENE Linda 19 18 17 14 19 16 16 15 134

WINSLOW Paul 16 17 19 17 15 17 16 16 17 16 166

Group A

Name Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 5 Total

HARLEY Rob 18 18 18 19 19 19 20 19 20 20 190

HUMPHREY John 19 20 19 19 15 19 19 20 20 19 189

MARSHALL John 16 19 20 19 13 18 16 20 18 18 177

MOORE Hilary 17 16 18 20 16 20 15 16 17 16 171



Top-scoring Images:
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Competition Judge Group Position Name Image Title

Steve Galvin

C

1= Graham Hutchinson Canal Reflection

1= Vicky Sinclair Snow Storm

1= Jim Turner Stormy Weather, Oxford

B

1= Richard Anthony Dartmoor Stream

1= Philip Byford Cliveden

1= Vince Stone Angel

1= Vince Stone Artemis

A

1= Rob Harley Artemis Fauna

1= Rob Harley Contrasting Curves

1= John Humphrey Carolina Tree

5th Mono Print 
16/04/18



P.S.

Depth of Field:

This is a characteristic of the optics of lenses which affects the appearance of our photographs.  When we
just look at things around us in the real world, we do not notice the depth of field produced by our eye
lenses, because at any one moment we are concentrating only on the centre of our field of view.  Our
eyes continually and rapidly re-focus there, so wherever we look that part of the scene always appears
sharp (assuming we have normal or corrected vision, and minimal effects from absorbed chemicals!).  

When we focus the camera lens on a subject to obtain a sharp image, there is actually only a single plane
(a 2-dimensional horizontal and vertical area across the field of view) where there is perfect sharpness.
In front of or beyond that plane, the image steadily becomes more out-of-focus, i.e. blurred.  However,
because that is a gradual effect, we actually see a region in front of and behind the plane of sharp focus,
in which the image does appear to be acceptably sharp.  The Depth of Field is the length from near to
far of that acceptably sharp region.

In our photography we can change the depth of field in an image …..either by changing the aperture -
wider apertures give a smaller depth of field:

e.g.  APS-C sensor, subject 2m away, 50mm lens, 
aperture f/5.6:  depth of field = 33cm
aperture f/2.8:  depth of field = 17cm

 
…..or by changing the distance to the subject - a closer focus distance gives a smaller depth of field:  

e.g.  APS-C sensor, aperture f/4, 50mm lens, 
subject 4m away:  depth of field = 96cm
subject 2m away:  depth of field = 24cm

Using different sensor cameras to capture the same photo (i.e. the subject is the same proportion of the
frame), by accounting for the crop factor, a larger camera sensor will give a smaller depth of field:
  

e.g.  APS-C sensor, aperture f/2.8, subject 3m away, 50mm lens:
depth of field = 38cm

e.g.  F-F sensor, aperture f/2.8, subject 2m away, 50mm lens (or 3m away, 75mm lens):
depth of field = 26cm

That last example also shows that when using  different lenses (or a zoom lens)  to capture the  same
photo, the focal length used has little effect on the calculated depth of field.  However, using the longer
focal length tends to make the background beyond the depth of field look more blurred, because its
effect is to magnify everything in the image so it also magnifies the blur!

As the distance at which we focus increases, the proportions of the depth of field on each side also
change, becoming much greater beyond the plane of sharp focus:  

e.g.  APS-C sensor, 50mm lens, aperture f/8:
subject  1m  away, depth of field = 11.5cm = 5.4cm in front, 6.1cm beyond (about 1:1)
subject 10m away, depth of field = 18.7m  =  3.8m in front,  14.9m beyond (about 1:4)

Many photographers make use of depth of field for various reasons.  For example, a portrait photographer
might like to have the subject sharp while making the background blurred – i.e. a short depth of field.
Then there is the example of a landscape photographer who might want everything in the scene to be
sharp from near to far - i.e. a huge depth of field.  

In order to get the maximum depth of field from our camera lens at a particular aperture, we can focus
on any object that is at a special distance from the camera, known as the Hyperfocal Distance.
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E.g.  For an APS-C camera with a 35mm lens at f/8, the hyperfocal distance is just over 8 metres.

When we focus at the hyperfocal distance, the depth of field includes
everything from half that distance to infinity (which is apparently a very
long way!), i.e. in the example above, everything from just over 4 metres
to infinity would be in acceptably sharp focus.

For those who are interested in this topic, calculating the depths of field
and  hyperfocal  distances  -  for  different  camera  sensors,  lenses  of
different focal  lengths,  the apertures  used,  and each focus distance -
would indeed be a daunting mathematical task.  Fortunately, many of us
now have access  to smartphones (or tablet  computers),  and there are
several apps for them which do all the maths for us.  

One free example is  Hyperfocal Pro for the Android operating system –
the image shows an example screen from a Samsung Galaxy phone.  It has
a long list of cameras and it is regularly updated:

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=in.zendroid.hyperfocal 

Philip

Contributions:

If you have any stories to share, or some useful hints and tips to pass on to other members, please think
of Viewfinder.  Maybe you have an image that tells a story, demonstrates a photographic technique or the
use of a much-loved piece of equipment.  If there is anything that you would like to describe or explain
for  the  members,  you  might  consider  producing  something  for  inclusion  in  a  future  Viewfinder.   In
particular, it would be great to have something to interest and challenge the more advanced members. 

If you have anything to contribute, please email using the address in the footer, or see me on a Monday
evening.  Please keep those articles flowing in!  Thank you. 

Philip

And finally:
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